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Mul$Chain and Bycoi.io
General
Bycoi have chosen Mul%Chain Open Source pla]orm to build, and develop its
centralised private, but publicly viewed blockchain and virtual crypto-currency Bycoi
(BYC). It is opera%ng with consensus of users sending and receiving the virtual cryptocurrency. 120 billion Bycoi’s was issued as assets when the blockchain was created.
Transac%ons %mes to validate a block is between 1-2 seconds. There are 10 global
administrators combined consensus in order for any smart ﬁlters with build in rules to
be adjusted. The blockchain is immutable and transac%ons irreversible. It is publicly
viewable using a public explorer.
Mining
Mining (or more generally, block valida%on) is performed automa%cally in Mul%Chain,
on the nodes which have mine permissions. It is hence very environmentally friendly
and does not require a massive number of servers. By restric%ng mining to a set of
iden%ﬁable en%%es, Mul%Chain resolves the dilemma posed by private blockchains, in
which one par%cipant can monopolize the mining process. The solu%on lies in a
constraint on the number of blocks which may be created by the same miner within a
given window. Mul%Chain implements this scheme using a parameter called mining
diversity, which is constrained by 0 <= mining diversity <= 1. The validity of a block is
veriﬁed in the following way:
1. Apply all the permissions changes deﬁned by transac%ons in the block in order.
2. Count the number of permi\ed miners who are deﬁned aher applying those
changes.
3. Mul%ply miners by mining diversity, rounding up to get spacing.
4. If the miner of this block mined one oﬀ the previous spacing blocks, the block is
invalid.
This enforces a round-robin schedule, in which the permi\ed miners must create
blocks in rota%on in order to generate a valid blockchain. The mining diversity
parameter deﬁnes the strictness of the scheme, i.e. the propor%on of permi\ed miners
who would need to collude in order to undermine the network. A value of 1 ensures
that every permi\ed miner is included in the rota%on, whereas 0 represents no

restric%on at all. In general, higher values are safer, but a value too close to 1 can cause
the blockchain to freeze up if some miners become inac%ve. We suggest a value of 0.75
as a reasonable compromise. To conserve resources, nodes will not a\empt to mine on
a chain in which they already mined one of the previous spacing blocks.
Security
The crea%ng of wallet in bycoi.io is made using public cryptography with the highest
level of security including 2 step authen%ca%ons using email and mobile phone
veriﬁca%on accessing wallets. We use PBKDF2 algorithm with 1000 itera%ons of
hashing password. No private keys are stored in the blockchain. The blockchain only
allows user wallets to connect that is fully KYC veriﬁed and integrated to their wallets,
where IDs are veriﬁed using 3D face recogni%on technology provided by Jumio.
Background crypto-currency
In December 2018 there were well over 2500 recognized crypto currencies created by
companies, organiza%ons, individuals as well as governments. Compare this to the 180
global currencies that is issued solely by federal banks in respec%ve jurisdic%ons and
recognized by the United Na%ons. Although some crypto-currencies are fake and
scams, using simple scripts to convince the public there is a real blockchain with real
technology behind them, the simplest way to check if a blockchain is real is to see what
blockchain technology the crypto-currency is using. All issued crypto-currency that is
listed in any type of legal and accredited exchange is using open source blockchain
technology that is publicly accessible.
Bitcoin
Bitcoin is now recognized as a cheap, rapid and reliable method for moving economic
value across the Internet in a peer-to-peer manner. Aside from a brief fork between
incompa%ble versions in March 2013, the Bitcoin network has been opera%ng
con%nuously and smoothly for 10 years. Although there have been losses and thehs of
Bitcoins belonging to individual holders, the network itself has never been successfully
a\acked or impeded.
Despite Bitcoin’s many technical achievements, it is far from reaching mainstream
consumer or business adop%on. Judging by the current trend in transac%on volumes,
the sluggish growth of 1 Bitcoin usage shows no sign of changing in the foreseeable
future. This is despite the availability of many easy to use Bitcoin wallets, and the fact
that Bitcoin can now be spent online at many mainstream businesses.
There are many possible causes of Bitcoin’s slow adop%on, including: (a) end-user
sa%sfac%on with exis%ng payment systems, (b) the prac%cal diﬃculty of purchasing
Bitcoins, (c) the vola%lity of Bitcoin’s value rela%ve to government issued currencies, (d)
the percep%on that Bitcoin is insecure, (e) ques%ons over Bitcoin’s legal status, (f) the
irreversible and unforgiving nature of Bitcoin transac%ons, and (g) a lack of support for
Bitcoin in the mainstream ﬁnancial sector.
In the absence of end-user adop%on, many have suggested that Bitcoin could help
improve internal processes within the tradi%onal ﬁnancial sector, by lowering costs,

reducing se\lement %mes and elimina%ng intermediaries. One immediate theore%cal
possibility is using Bitcoin as a currency and conduit for rapid interbank se\lement.
However, the vola%lity of Bitcoin’s value rela%ve to government issued currencies
renders this unworkable in prac%ce. A more promising direc%on is to use Bitcoin’s
infrastructure to transact in assets other than Bitcoin itself.
Ownership
Simpliﬁed chain of ownership is illustrated in the Bitcoin whitepaper. In prac%ce, a
transac%on can have more than one input and more than one output. In the
blockchain, Bitcoins are registered to Bitcoin addresses. Crea%ng a Bitcoin address
requires nothing more than picking a random valid private key and compu%ng the
corresponding Bitcoin address. This computa%on can be done in a split second. But the
reverse, compu%ng the private key of a given Bitcoin address, is mathema%cally
unfeasible. Users can tell others or make public a Bitcoin address without
compromising its corresponding private key. Moreover, the number of valid private
keys is so vast that it is extremely unlikely someone will compute a key-pair that is
already in use and has funds. The vast number of valid private keys makes it unfeasible
that brute force could be used to compromise a private key. To be able to spend their
Bitcoins, the owner must know the corresponding private key and digitally sign the
transac%on. The network veriﬁes the signature using the public key.
If the private key is lost, the Bitcoin network will not recognize any other evidence of
ownership; the coins are then unusable, and eﬀec%vely lost. For example, in 2013 one
user claimed to have lost 7,500 Bitcoins, worth $7.5 million at the %me, when he
accidentally discarded a hard drive containing his private key.
About 20% of all Bitcoins are believed to be lost. They would have a market value of
about $20 billion at July 2018 prices. Approximately one million Bitcoins, valued at $7
billion in July 2018, have been stolen.
The Binance exchange, which stores Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies for members,
said hackers took 7,000 Bitcoins in one go on in May 2019.
Bitcoin’s shortcomings
Notwithstanding the promise of asset tokeniza%on protocols, there are several reasons
why the Bitcoin blockchain is not yet suitable for ins%tu%onal ﬁnancial transac%ons.
The problems can be divided into two groups, the ﬁrst of which relates to scalability
and cost:
● Limited capacity. The Bitcoin blockchain currently supports around 300,000
transac%ons per day, as determined by its maximum block size of 1MB. This capacity
must be shared between all network users and is clearly insuﬃcient for many ﬁnancial
applica%ons. For example, the Visa network currently handles 150 million transac%ons
per day in the USA alone.

While the maximum block size will likely increase in future, there is an ongoing debate
over how quickly this can happen without driving out regular users and increasing the
frequency of forks in network consensus. In any event, ins%tu%onal users cannot
control the pace of this change, which will ul%mately be determined by miner
adop%on.
● Transac%on costs. The fee charts and tables are in US dollars per transac%on and in
Satoshis per byte. Currently (May 2019) the fee is 92 Satoshi per byte. In November
and December 2017 there was a peak in the fees peaking at almost 1000 satoshi per
byte. This would equal around 20 USD and is collected by the miner of the block in
which that transac%on is conﬁrmed. While this fee is op%onal, transac%ons with lower
fees can encounter signiﬁcant delays in conﬁrma%on. This sum is already a nontrivial
tax on transac%ons of small monetary value. Furthermore, when the demand for
Bitcoin transac%ons outgrows the supply of available block space (see previous point),
this fee may increase substan%ally, as transac%ons are forced to bid with each other to
compete for inclusion in a block.
● Irrelevant data. Ins%tu%ons deploying over the Bitcoin network need to process and
store a large quan%ty of informa%on that is of no interest to them. When a new Bitcoin
node is launched, it ﬁrst downloads, veriﬁes and stores the en%re history of all Bitcoin
transac%ons. Going forward, it must also verify all new transac%ons and blocks created,
even though most are of no relevance to the user of that node. This problem is avoided
by lightweight nodes, which can transact over the blockchain without storing it.
However, their weaker security renders them unsuitable for serving as the backbone of
an ins%tu%onal system. Currently (May 2019) there are 9468 nodes in the Bitcoin
network.
The second group of problems relates to privacy and security:
● Mining risks. Bitcoin’s proof of work mining is an open global race to solve the
diﬃcult mathema%cal problem required to create a new block. While this process is
well suited for a general-purpose decentralised network, it entails several risks for
ins%tu%onal users:
(a) the unpredictable delay for transac%on conﬁrma%ons, with block crea%on %mes
deﬁned by a Poisson distribu%on with average 10 minutes, (b) the risk of some miners
refusing to conﬁrm ins%tu%onal transac%ons for ideological or economic reasons, (c)
the poten%al for a 51% a\ack, where a group of miners controlling over half of the
network’s computa%onal power collude to rewrite a signiﬁcant period of the
blockchain’s recent history . Although such an a\ack is unlikely to occur, it clashes with
the ins%tu%onal need for transac%ons to be absolutely irreversible once se\lement has
taken place. China today controls 81% of the mining pools and Czech Republic 10%.
The 3 largest mining pools controls over 50% of the mining servers today.
● Lack of privacy. By design, all Bitcoin transac%ons are visible to all network nodes and
therefore to the en%re world via blockchain explorers such as blockchain.info. This
public aspect is mi%gated by the fact that Bitcoin addresses cannot easily be connected
to their real-world owners. Nonetheless the existence and rate of transac%ons cannot
be hidden, and par%cipants run the risk of their iden%%es being revealed at some point
in future, at which point their en%re transac%on history could be retroac%vely inferred.

● Openness. Anybody with an Internet connec%on is able to connect to the Bitcoin
network and transact with other par%cipants. This makes Bitcoin an a\rac%ve conduit
for illegal transac%ons, since Know Your Customer (KYC) checks cannot be enforced at
the network level. While it is certainly possible for regulated ins%tu%ons to ensure that
they (or their customers) only transact with known counterpar%es, this requires every
transac%on to be individually ve\ed, crea%ng a signiﬁcant burden in terms of
architecture and workﬂow.
Some myths about Bitcoin.
Myth 1: Data on the Blockchain is secure!
This is the most common mispercep%on. The mistaken percep%on is that the data
within the blockchain is somehow cryptographically stored and therefore “secure”, i.e.
no one without proper authoriza%on can view or access the data once it is on a
blockchain. Thus, you can securely store your bank account, password and social
security number etc. on the blockchain without fear of it being hacked. Nothing could
be further from the truth!
In the case of a public blockchain the data that is stored on a blockchain is actually
visible to everyone that is part of the blockchain network, i.e. every node in the public
blockchain network has a local copy of the en%re blockchain on their node and can
view the data contents of the blocks.
Data stored within the Bitcoin blockchain can be viewed by anyone! Every public
blockchain has the same visibility.
Thus, public blockchains are not great for storing sensi%ve or private informa%on (like
your password, social security number or bank account number), since everyone can
view the contents of the blockchain.
When people say that data on a blockchain is “secure”, they simply mean that it is
“immutable”. i.e. no one can alter the data in the blockchain without someone being
aware that the data was altered.
Data on a blockchain is not secure. It is simply immutable.
The word “secure” means diﬀerent things to diﬀerent people. In the context of
blockchain the word “secure” simply means “immutable” and does not imply that the
data is secure from someone trying to read or access it.
Side note: You can browse through the en%re Bitcoin blockchain on h\ps://
www.blockchain.com/explorer. The site is connected to the Bitcoin blockchain and
allows you to view any block on the Bitcoin blockchain, and also see the individual
Bitcoin transac%ons within each block.
Myth 2: Blockchain is great for storing data!
Blockchain is actually not great for storing large amounts of data.

The distributed nature of the blockchain means that every node that is part of the
blockchain network has a full copy of the blockchain. If the blockchain is used to store
large ﬁles (e.g. images, video etc.) the size of the blockchain would be huge and each
node would have to replicate the en%re blockchain data on itself, making it ineﬃcient.
In reality the blockchain is great for recording transac%onal data. Typically, large data
ﬁles are stored externally to the blockchain, using some context-based loca%on
distributed ﬁle system (e.g. IPFS, Swarm, SAFE Network, perkeep etc.) and the hashed
address of the data ﬁle is stored on the blockchain.
Myth 3: Smart Contracts are regular real-world contracts stored on the blockchain!
Smart Contracts have absolutely no rela%on to real world contracts. Smart contracts
are simply, computer programs that are stored on the blockchain and can be executed
on the blockchain.
Smart contracts are wri\en in a programming language like Solidity or Serpent in
Ethereum blockchain and Go or Java in Hyperledger Fabric blockchain. Smart contracts
are executed on the Ethereum blockchain via the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine). On
the Hyperledger blockchain the chain code is executed within Docker containers.
The concept of smart contracts was introduced as part of the Ethereum blockchain
(Ethereum is considered the second genera%on of cryptocurrency). Adding the EVM to
the Ethereum blockchain pla]orm allowed one to expand the capabili%es and uses
cases of a Blockchain by enabling computer programs to be stored and run on the
blockchain.
Bitcoin blockchain (considered the ﬁrst genera%on of cryptocurrency) does not have
the concept of smart contracts i.e. You cannot create smart contracts on the Bitcoin
blockchain.
Side note: While Smart Contracts in Ethereum blockchain and Chain code in
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain are similar; in that they provide the ability to execute
computer programs on the blockchain, they do this using very diﬀerent mechanisms.
Smart contracts actually reside on the Ethereum blockchain as byte code i.e. the smart
contract program wri\en in Solidity programming language, is compiled by the Solidity
compiler into byte code, and this byte code is stored on the Ethereum blockchain. The
smart contract runs on the Ethereum blockchain itself and is executed at each node of
the Ethereum blockchain by the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine).
By contrast in Hyperledger Fabric Chain code programs, by design, are kept insulated
from the blockchain. Chain code programs are wri\en in Go or Java and are executed
within separate Docker containers that run on each node, and not on the Blockchain.
This enables Hyperledger Fabric’s modular architecture which allows consensus
algorithms to be plug and play features.
Myth 4: Bitcoin is a collec$on of digital coins

Bitcoin is not a collec%on of digital coins. In fact, a Bitcoin does not actually exist at all!
A Bitcoin only exists as part of a transac%onal record.
While this may sound confusing, there is no such thing as “newly minted” Bitcoins. A
miner who spends computa%onal energy to mine the next block in the Bitcoin
blockchain is rewarded with new Bitcoins. But the way this happens is that there is
simply a transac%on record that says “12.5 Bitcoins are transferred to miner’s Bitcoin
wallet”, and such a transac%on is considered a valid transac%on by the blockchain.
It is important to understand that these “12.5 Bitcoins” that were transferred to the
miner’s Bitcoin wallet address do not come from anywhere i.e. it’s not like there is a
“treasury” of “digital coins” from which the miner is rewarded. The 12.5 Bitcoins never
existed before and will never exist. The only thing that exists is a (valid) transac%onal
record that 12.5 Bitcoins are transferred to the miner’s wallet i.e. Bitcoins simply exists
as a transac%onal record, and not as a real digital coin.
Side note: To connect to the Bitcoin blockchain you do not have to download the en%re
blockchain (the current size of the Bitcoin blockchain is upwards of 210 GB as of April
2019).
If you simply wish to interact with the Bitcoin blockchain i.e. to buy, send and receive
Bitcoins, all you need is a Bitcoin wallet. You can download a Bitcoin wallet from
Coinbase (h\ps://www.coinbase.com), one of the most popular and trusted sites to
buy, sell and manage Bitcoins.
However, it is important to understand that your Bitcoin wallet doesn’t actually hold
any digital coins.
A Bitcoin wallet is simply a cryptographic key (address) and not a real store of Bitcoins,
since as we men%oned earlier Bitcoins do not actually exist as digital coins (Bitcoins are
simply a transac%onal record). So, your Bitcoin wallet will not contain digital coins,
instead your Bitcoin wallet will simply contain a cryptographic key that will allow nodes
to validate if you have the ability to spend Bitcoins as part of a valid transac%on record.
If you do want to join the Bitcoin blockchain as a node, it would mean that you would
need to download a copy of the en%re Bitcoin blockchain on your computer (which can
take several hours to ﬁrst download). The only reason you would join a Bitcoin
blockchain as a node is if you wanted to “mine” new Bitcoins. However, owing to the
growing computa%onal power required to “mine” new Bitcoin blocks, individual
personal computers are inadequate; and typically you would connect your computer to
a “mining pool” (which is a collec%on of computers that mine collec%vely for the next
block, and divide the Bitcoin rewards within the mining pool).
Myth 5: Bitcoin is not used as a mainstream currency because governments see them
as a threat!
The only thing standing in the way of Bitcoin being used as a mainstream currency is
Bitcoin itself!

Bitcoin in its current form, has an inherent scalability issue, and can only process 7
transac%ons per second! Ethereum, the second largest cryptocurrency pla]orm, is
currently only able to manage 20 transac%ons per second.
By contrast Visa and PayPal can process 1667 and 193 transac%ons per second,
respec%vely. Mul%Chain can process up to 1000 transac%ons per second.
Bitcoin’s inherent limita%on is because, by design it takes ten minutes to generate a
new Block on the Bitcoin Blockchain, and every block has a size limita%on of ~1MB.
Also, if the Bitcoin blockchain were to process a thousand transac%ons per second, it
would require all the nodes on the Blockchain to have high network bandwidth to be
able to keep up with all the new records in the local copy of their blockchain.
This makes the Bitcoin blockchain great for use cases like money transfers, that do not
need immediate transac%on conﬁrma%ons, and can wait for an hour or so before the
transac%on is conﬁrmed. However, it is not suited for rapid and immediate transac%on
processing.
So, it is not government, legisla%ve or regulatory hurdles, but the inherent scalability
issue, which is the major reason why Bitcoin cannot, in its current implementa%on, be
used as mainstream currency exchange.

Centralised or Decentralised blockchain?
Blockchains have garnered interest from investors from all over the world due to their
incredible promise of being an incorrup%ble ledger. When most people think of
blockchains, they are referring to the decentralised or public blockchains like Bitcoin
which anyone can access and par%cipate in. However, blockchain technology is not
limited to being just decentralised as the centralised or private blockchains also have

some advantages for corpora%ons over the public ones. Private blockchains are useful
for corpora%ons who want to use the power of decentralised ledgers to improve the
ongoing func%on. Let’s take a look at an in-depth comparison of public and private
blockchains.
Similari$es Between centralised and Decentralised Blockchains
From a technological standpoint, both centralised and decentralised blockchains are
very similar as both are distributed peer to peer networks where every node is
responsible for storing and securing the shared ledger. Both public and private
blockchains require a consensus mechanism (like proof-of-work, consensus or proof-ofstake) among nodes to establish a single ledger. Both of these types of blockchains also
have to provide upper and lower bounds on the security and eﬃciency of the network.
Diﬀerences Between centralised and Decentralised Blockchains
The biggest factor that diﬀeren%ates public blockchains from private ones is the pool of
nodes that can par%cipate in the network and make administra%ve changes to the
network. So, for example, Bitcoin which is the largest public blockchain in the world has
no barrier to entry when it comes to accessing the ledger and sharing computer power
to execute its proof of work algorithm. By contrast, IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric is more
customizable in the sense that the organiza%on that is deploying the blockchain has a
say in every aspect of blockchain par%cipa%on. Private blockchains are typically more
restric%ve in who they allow making changes to the ledger as they use the blockchain
for the internal records. Mul%Chain uses global consensus of all administrators.
Advantages of Decentralised Blockchains
Decentralised blockchains like Bitcoin, which is the most popular blockchain in the
world, have very high security because of the enormous amount of mining resources
that go in to secure the network. That means to coordinate a successful a\ack on the
Bitcoin network; a malicious actor would have to acquire a massive amount of
resources which is economically unviable. Another advantage is that anyone can use
the network to send funds to any part of the world without going through an
intermediary.
Disadvantages of Decentralised Blockchains
Due to their public nature, public blockchains like Bitcoin are suscep%ble to all kinds of
analyses that can reveal more informa%on about the network par%cipants making the
blockchain less private. The massive amount of miners mining on the network means
that diﬃculty needs to keep increasing thereby leading to mostly useless computa%ons
done by miners to outcompete each other. It is es%mated that every Bitcoin transac%on
cost about as much electricity that is required to power an average home for eight
days. Therefore, public ledgers are not very environment-friendly.
Advantages of centralised Blockchains
Centralised blockchains oﬀer much more customizability and control over the network
to the organiza%on deploying it as they can decide who gets to par%cipate in the

network. That means that not as much resources have to be invested in compe%ng to
secure the network which makes centralised Blockchains more environmentally
friendly compared to their Decentralised counterparts. This also means that they have
higher overall throughput because they get to decide the hardware that the network
runs on. In prac%ce, this means that corpora%ons could use private blockchains to store
sensi%ve informa%on among nodes that they trust. This allows them to use the
incredible power of blockchains without having to make the sensi%ve informa%on
public.
Disadvantages of centralised Blockchains
Since there is not as much compu%ng power securing the network as in the case of
decentralised blockchains, centralised blockchains are less secure. It only requires a
few of the nodes hos%ng the network to collude by amassing enough resources to hack
the network. Also, since transac%ons are not publicly viewable, it is harder to verify the
authen%city of the transac%ons for an outside party. Also, since private ledgers are
normally not available for public use, they are of li\le use to anyone besides the
corpora%ons that deploy them. The biggest diﬀerence with Mul%Chain and Bycoi is
that the ledgers are publicly viewable using standard explorer but s%ll being a private
blockchain. This gives full transparency in terms of following the AML and KYC
regula%ons being enforced by governments around the world.
What are smart contracts?
In most discussions about blockchains, it doesn’t take long for the no%on of “smart
contracts” to come up. In the popular imagina%on, smart contracts automate the
execu%on of interparty interac%ons, without requiring a trusted intermediary. By
expressing legal rela%onships in code rather than words, they promise to enable
transac%ons to take place directly and without error, whether deliberate or not.
From a technical viewpoint, a smart contract is something more speciﬁc: computer
code that lives on a blockchain and deﬁnes the rules for that chain’s transac%ons. This
descrip%on sounds simple enough, but behind it lies a great deal of varia%on in how
these rules are expressed, executed and validated. When choosing an open source
blockchain pla]orm for a new applica%on, the ques%on “Does this pla]orm support
smart contracts?” isn’t the right one to ask. Instead, we need to be asking: “What type
of smart contracts does this pla]orm support?”
Let’s look at some of the major diﬀerences between smart contract approaches and
the trade-oﬀs they represent. We’ll do this by looking at four popular enterprise
blockchain pla]orms which support some form of customized on-chain code including
our own Mul%Chain used by Bycoi.
First, IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric, which calls its contracts “chain code”. Second, our
Mul%Chain pla]orm, which introduced smart ﬁlters in version 2.0 in March of 2019.
Third, Ethereum (and its permissioned Quorum and Burrow spin-oﬀs), which
popularized the “smart contract” name. And ﬁnally, R3 Corda, which references
“contracts” in its transac%ons. Despite all of the diﬀerent terminology, ul%mately all of
these refer to the same thing – applica%on-speciﬁc code that deﬁnes the rules of a
chain.

Before going any further, we should warn any reader that much of the following
content is technical in nature and assumes some familiarity with general programming
and database concepts. For good or bad, this cannot be avoided – without ge{ng into
the details it’s impossible to make an informed decision about whether to use a
blockchain for a par%cular project, and (if so) the right type of blockchain to use. Bycoi
choose to use Mul%Chain due to its ﬂexibility, security, enhanced smart ﬁler system
and the ease to build applica%ons based on the technology including all new planned
releases and upgrades as presented here.
Blockchain basics
Let’s begin with some context. Imagine an applica%on that is shared by mul%ple
organiza%ons, which is based on an underlying database. In a tradi%onal centralised
architecture, this database is hosted and administered by one single party which all of
the par%cipants trust, even if they do not trust each other. Transac%ons which modify
the database are ini%ated only by applica%ons on this central party’s systems, ohen in
response to messages received from the par%cipants. The database simply does what
it’s told because the applica%on is implicitly trusted to only send it transac%ons that
make sense.
Blockchains provide an alterna%ve way of managing a shared database, without a
trusted intermediary. In a blockchain, each par%cipant runs a “node” that holds a copy
of the database and independently processes the transac%ons which modify it.
Par%cipants are iden%ﬁed using public keys or “addresses”, each of which has a
corresponding private key known only to the iden%ty owner. While transac%ons can be
created by any node, they are “digitally signed” by their ini%ator’s private key in order
to prove their origin.
Nodes connect to each other in a peer-to-peer fashion, rapidly propaga%ng
transac%ons and the “blocks” in which they are %mestamped and conﬁrmed across the
network. The blockchain itself is literally a chain of these blocks, which forms an
ordered log of every historical transac%on. A “consensus algorithm” is used to ensure
that all nodes reach agreement on the content of the blockchain, without requiring
centralised control. (Note that some of this descrip%on does not apply to Corda, in
which each node has only a par%al copy of the database and there is no global
blockchain. We’ll talk more about that later on.)
In principle, any shared database applica%on can be architected by using a blockchain
at its core. But doing so creates a number of technical challenges which do not exist in
a centralised scenario:
● Transac%on rules. If any par%cipant can directly change the database, how do
we ensure that they follow the applica%on’s rules? What stops one user from
corrup%ng the database’s contents in a self-serving way?
● Determinism. Once these rules are deﬁned, they will be applied mul%ple %mes
by mul%ple nodes when processing transac%ons for their own copy of the
database. How do we ensure that every node obtains exactly the same result?
● Conﬂict preven%on. With no central coordina%on, how do we deal with two
transac%ons that each follow the applica%on’s rules, but nonetheless conﬂict

with each other? Conﬂicts can stem from a deliberate a\empt to game the
system or be the innocent result of bad luck and %ming.
So where do smart contracts, smart ﬁlters and chain code come in? Their core purpose
is to work with a blockchain’s underlying infrastructure in order to solve these
challenges. Smart contracts are the decentralised equivalent of applica%on code –
instead of running in one central place, they run on mul%ple nodes in the blockchain,
crea%ng or valida%ng the transac%ons which modify that database’s contents.
Let’s begin with transac%on rules, the ﬁrst of these challenges, and see how they are
expressed in Fabric, Mul%Chain, Ethereum and Corda respec%vely.
Transac$on rules
Transac%on rules perform a speciﬁc func%on in blockchain-powered databases –
restric%ng the transforma%on that can be performed on that database’s state. This is
necessary because a blockchain’s transac%ons can be ini%ated by any of its
par%cipants, and these par%cipants do not trust each other suﬃciently to allow them
to modify the database at will.
Let’s see two examples of why transac%on rules are needed. First, imagine a blockchain
designed to aggregate and %mestamp PDF documents that are published by its
par%cipants. In this case, nobody should have the right to remove or change
documents, since doing so would undermine the en%re purpose of the system –
document persistence. Second, consider a blockchain represen%ng a shared ﬁnancial
ledger, which keeps track of the balances of its users. We cannot allow a par%cipant to
arbitrarily inﬂate their own balance or take others’ money away.
Inputs and outputs
Blockchain pla]orms rely on two broad approaches for expressing transac%on rules.
The ﬁrst, which we call the “input–output model”, is used in Mul%Chain and Corda.
Here, transac%ons explicitly list the database rows or “states” which they delete and
create, forming a set of “inputs” and “outputs” respec%vely. Modifying a row is
expressed as the equivalent opera%on of dele%ng that row and crea%ng a new one in
its place.
Since database rows are only deleted in inputs and only created in outputs, every input
must “spend” a previous transac%on’s output. The current state of the database is
deﬁned as the set of “unspent transac%on outputs” or “UTXOs”, i.e. outputs from
previous transac%ons which have not yet been used. Transac%ons may also contain
addi%onal informa%on, called “metadata”, “commands” or “a\achments”, which don’t
become part of the database but help to deﬁne their meaning or purpose.
Given these three sets of inputs, outputs and metadata, the validity of a transac%on in
Mul%Chain or Corda is deﬁned by some code which can perform arbitrary
computa%ons on those sets. This code can validate the transac%on, or else return an
error with a corresponding explana%on. You can think of the input–output model as an
automated “inspector” holding a checklist which ensures that transac%ons follow each

and every rule. If the transac%on fails any one of those checks, it will automa%cally be
rejected by all of the nodes in the network.
It should be noted that, despite sharing the input–output model, Mul%Chain and Corda
implement it very diﬀerently. In Mul%Chain, outputs can contain assets and/or data in
JSON, text or binary format. The rules are deﬁned in “transac%on ﬁlters” or “stream
ﬁlters”, which can be set to check all transac%ons, or only those involving par%cular
assets or groupings of data.
By contrast, a Corda output “state” is represented by an object in the Java or Kotlin
programming language, with deﬁned data ﬁelds. Corda’s rules are deﬁned in
“contracts” which are a\ached to speciﬁc states, and a state’s contract is only applied
to transac%ons which contain that state in its inputs or outputs. This relates to Corda’s
unusual visibility model, in which transac%ons can only be seen by their counterpar%es
or those whose subsequent transac%ons they aﬀect.
Contracts and messages
The second approach, which we call the “contract–message model”, is used in
Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum. Here, mul%ple “smart contracts” or “chain codes”
can be created on the blockchain, and each has its own database and associated code.
A contract’s database can only be modiﬁed by its code, rather than directly by
blockchain transac%ons. This design pa\ern is similar to the “encapsula%on” of code
and data in object-oriented programming.
With this model, a blockchain transac%on begins as a message sent to a contract, with
some op%onal parameters or data. The contract’s code is executed in reac%on to the
message and parameters and is free to read and write its own database as part of that
reac%on. Contracts can also send messages to other contracts but cannot access each
other’s databases directly. In the language of rela%onal databases, contracts act as
enforced “stored procedures”, where all access to the database goes via some
predeﬁned code.
Both Fabric and Quorum, a varia%on on Ethereum, complicate this picture by allowing
a network to deﬁne mul%ple “channels” or “private states”. The aim is to mi%gate the
problem of blockchain conﬁden%ality by crea%ng separate environments, each of
which is only visible to a par%cular sub-group of par%cipants. While this sounds
promising in theory, in reality the contracts and data in each channel or private state
are isolated from those in the others. As a result, in terms of smart contracts, these
environments are equivalent to separate blockchains.
Example rules
Let’s see how to implement the transac%on rules for a single-asset ﬁnancial ledger with
these two models. Each row in Mul%Chain ledger’s database has two columns,
containing the owner’s address and the quan%ty of the asset owned. In the input–
output model, transac%ons must sa%sfy two condi%ons:
1. The total quan%ty of assets in a transac%on’s outputs has to match the total in
its inputs. This prevents users from crea%ng or dele%ng money arbitrarily.

2. Every transac%on has to be signed by the owner of each of its inputs. This stops
users from spending each other’s money without permission.
Taken together, these two condi%ons are all that is needed to create a simple but very
viable ﬁnancial system.
In the contract–message model, the asset’s contract supports a “send payment”
message, which takes three parameters: the sender’s address, recipient’s address, and
quan%ty to be sent. In response, the contract executes the following four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Verify that the transac%on was signed by the sender.
Check that the sender has suﬃcient funds.
Deduct the requested quan%ty from the sender’s row.
Add that quan%ty to the recipient’s row.

If either of the checks in the ﬁrst two steps fails, the contract will abort, and no
payment will be made.
Built-in rules
When it comes to transac%on rules, there is one way in which Mul%Chain speciﬁcally
diﬀers from Fabric, Ethereum and Corda. Unlike these other pla]orms, Mul%Chain has
several built-in abstrac%ons that provide some basic building blocks for blockchaindriven applica%ons, without requiring developers to write their own code. These
abstrac%ons cover three areas that are commonly needed: (a) dynamic permissions, (b)
transferrable assets, and (c) data storage.
For example, Mul%Chain manages permissions for connec%ng to the network, sending
and receiving transac%ons, crea%ng assets or streams, or controlling the permissions of
other users. Mul%ple fungible assets can be issued, transferred, re%red or exchanged
safely and atomically. Any number of “streams” can be created on a chain, for
publishing, indexing and retrieving on-chain or oﬀ-chain data in JSON, text or binary
formats.
When developing an applica%on on Mul%Chain, it’s possible to ignore this built-in
func%onality, and express transac%on rules using smart ﬁlters only. However, smart
ﬁlters are designed to work together with its built-in abstrac%ons, by enabling their
default behaviour to be restricted in customized ways. For example, the permission for
certain ac%vi%es might be controlled by speciﬁc global administrators, rather than the
default behaviour where any administrator will do. The transfer of certain assets can be
limited by %me or require addi%onal approval above a certain amount. The data in a
par%cular stream can be validated to ensure that it consists only of JSON structures
with required ﬁelds and values.
In all of these cases, smart ﬁlters create addi%onal requirements for transac%ons to be
validated, but do not remove the simple rules that are built in. This can help address
one of the key challenges in blockchain applica%ons: the fact that a bug in some onchain code can lead to disastrous consequences. We’ve seen endless examples of this
problem in the public Ethereum blockchain, most famously in the Demise of The DAO
and the Parity mul%signature bugs. Broader surveys have found a large number of

common vulnerabili%es in Ethereum smart contracts that enable a\ackers to steal or
freeze other peoples’ funds.
Of course, our Mul%Chain smart ﬁlters may contain bugs too, but their consequences
are more limited in scope. For example, the built-in asset rules prevent one user from
spending another’s money, or accidentally making their own money disappear, no
ma\er what other logic a smart ﬁlter contains. If a bug is found in a smart ﬁlter, it can
be deac%vated and replaced with a corrected version, while the ledger’s basic integrity
is protected.
Transac$on rules
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Determinism
Let’s move on to the next part of this showdown. No ma\er which approach we
choose, the custom transac%on rules of a blockchain applica%on are expressed as
computer code wri\en by applica%on developers. And unlike centralised applica%ons,
this code is going to be executed more than one %me and in more than one place for
each transac%on. This is because mul%ple blockchain nodes belonging to diﬀerent
par%cipants have to each verify and/or execute that transac%on for themselves.
This repeated and redundant code execu%on introduces a new requirement that is
rarely found in centralised applica%ons: determinism. In the context of computa%on,
determinism means that a piece of code will always give the same answer for the same
parameters, no ma\er where and when it is run. This is absolutely crucial for code that
interacts with a blockchain because, without determinism, the consensus between the
nodes on that chain can catastrophically break down.
Let’s see how this looks in prac%ce, ﬁrst in the input–output model. If two nodes have a
diﬀerent opinion about whether a transac%on is valid, then one will accept a block
containing that transac%on and the other will not. Since every block explicitly links back
to a previous block, this will create a permanent “fork” in the network, with one or
more nodes not accep%ng the majority opinion about the en%re blockchain’s contents
from that point on. The nodes in the minority will be cut oﬀ from the database’s
evolving state and will no longer be able to eﬀec%vely use the applica%on.
Now let’s see what happens if consensus breaks down in the contract–message model.
If two nodes have a diﬀerent opinion about how a contract should respond to a
par%cular message, this can lead to a diﬀerence in their databases’ contents. This in
turn can aﬀect the contract’s response to future messages, including messages it sends
to other contracts. The end result is an increasing divergence between diﬀerent nodes’

view of the database’s state. (The “state root” ﬁeld in Ethereum blocks ensures that
any diﬀerence in contracts’ responses leads immediately to a fully catastrophic
blockchain fork, rather than risking staying hidden for a period of %me.)
Sources of non-determinism
So non-determinism in blockchain code is clearly a problem. But if the basic building
blocks of computa%on, such as arithme%c, are determinis%c, what do we have to worry
about? Well, it turns out, quite a few things:
● Most obviously, random number generators, since by deﬁni%on these are
designed to produce a diﬀerent result every %me.
● Checking the current %me, since nodes won’t be processing transac%ons at
exactly the same %me, and in any event their clocks may be out of sync. (It’s s%ll
possible to implement %me-dependent rules by making reference to
%mestamps within the blockchain itself.)
● Querying external resources such as the Internet, disk ﬁles, or other programs
running on a computer. These resources cannot be guaranteed to always give
the same response and may become unavailable.
● Running mul%ple pieces of code in parallel “threads”, since this leads to a “race
condi%on” where the order in which these processes ﬁnish cannot be
predicted.
● Performing any ﬂoa%ng-point calcula%ons which can give even minutely
diﬀerent answers on diﬀerent computer processor architectures.
These four blockchain pla]orms employ several diﬀerent approaches to avoiding these
pi]alls.
Determinis$c execu$on
Let’s start with Ethereum, since its approach is the “purest”. Ethereum contracts are
expressed in a special-purpose format called “Ethereum bytecode”, which is executed
by the Ethereum Virtual Machine (“EVM”). Programmers do not write bytecode
directly, but rather generate or “compile” it from a JavaScript-like programming
language called Solidity. (Other languages used to be available but have since been
deprecated.) Determinism is guaranteed by the fact that Solidity and Ethereum
bytecode cannot encode any non-determinis%c opera%ons – it’s that simple.
Mul%Chain ﬁlters and Corda contracts choose a diﬀerent approach, by adap%ng
exis%ng programming languages and run%me environments. Mul%Chain uses JavaScript
running in Google’s V8 engine, which also forms the core of the Chrome browser and
the Node.js pla]orm, but with sources of non-determinism disabled. Similarly, Corda
uses Java or Kotlin, both of which are compiled to “Java bytecode” which executes
within a Java Virtual Machine (“JVM”). For now, Corda uses Oracle’s standard nondeterminis%c JVM, but work is under way to integrate a determinis%c version. In the
mean%me, Corda contract developers must take care not to allow non-determinism in
their code.
How does Ethereum’s purism compare with the evolu%onary approach taken by
Mul%Chain and Corda? The main advantage for Ethereum is risk minimiza%on – a built-

for-purpose virtual machine is less likely to contain an inadvertent source of nondeterminism. While any such oversight could be ﬁxed by a sohware update, it would
be disrup%ve to any chain that was unlucky enough to encounter it. Ethereum’s
problem, however, is that Solidity and the EVM cons%tute a %ny and nascent
ecosystem in the wider context of programming languages and run%me environments.
By comparison, JavaScript, and Java are the common two languages on GitHub, run on
billions of digital devices, and have run%mes that have been op%mized over decades.
Presumably this is why the public Ethereum blockchain is considering a transi%on to
eWASM, a determinis%c fork of the emerging Web Assembly standard.
Determinism by endorsement
When it comes to determinism, Hyperledger Fabric adopts a completely diﬀerent
approach. In Fabric, when a “client” node wants to send a message to some chain
code, it ﬁrst sends that message to some “endorser” nodes. Each of these nodes
executes the chain code independently, forming an opinion of the message’s eﬀect on
that chain code’s database. These opinions are sent back to the client together with a
digital signature which cons%tutes a formal “endorsement”. If the client receives
enough endorsements of the intended outcome, it creates a transac%on containing
those endorsements, and broadcasts it for inclusion in the chain.
In order to guarantee determinism, each piece of chain code has an “endorsement
policy” which deﬁnes exactly what level of approval is required in order to render its
transac%ons valid. For example, one chain code’s policy might state that endorsements
are required from at least half of the blockchain’s nodes. Another might require an
endorsement from any one of three trusted par%es. Either way, every node can
independently check if the necessary endorsements were received.
To clarify the diﬀerence, determinism in most blockchain pla]orms is based on the
ques%on: “What is the result of running this code on this data?” – and we need to be
absolutely sure that every node will answer this ques%on iden%cally. By contrast,
determinism in Fabric is based on a diﬀerent ques%on: “Do enough endorsers agree on
the result of running this code on this data?” Answering that is a rather simple ma\er
of coun%ng, and there’s no room for non-determinism to creep in.
Fabric’s determinism-by-endorsement has a number of interes%ng consequences. First,
chain code can be wri\en in many diﬀerent programming languages, since these don’t
need to be adapted for determinism (Go, Java and JavaScript are currently supported).
Second, chain code can be hidden from some of a blockchain’s par%cipants, since it
only needs to be executed by clients and endorsers (the database itself is globally
visible). Finally, and most notably, Fabric chain code can do things that are forbidden in
other blockchain environments, such as checking the weather using an online web API.
In the worst case, where every endorser gets a diﬀerent answer from this API, the
client will fail to obtain enough endorsements for any par%cular outcome, and no
transac%on will take place. (It should be noted that Fabric team members s%ll
recommend using determinis%c logic inside chain code, in order to avoid surprises.)
What price does Fabric pay for this ﬂexibility? If the purpose of a blockchain is to
remove intermediaries from a shared database-driven applica%on, then Fabric’s

reliance on endorsers takes a big step away from that goal. For the par%cipants in the
chain, it is no longer enough to follow the chain code’s rules – they also need certain
other nodes to agree that they have done so. Even worse, a malicious subset of
endorsers could approve database changes that do not follow chain code at all. This
gives endorsers much more power than the validators in regular blockchains, who can
censor transac%ons but cannot violate the blockchain’s rules. Blockchain applica%on
developers must decide whether this trade-oﬀ makes sense in their par%cular case.
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Conﬂict preven$on
So far, we’ve discussed how diﬀerent blockchain pla]orms express transac%on rules in
code, and how they determinis%cally ensure that every node applies those rules
iden%cally. Now it’s %me to talk about a third aspect of our showdown: How does each
pla]orm deal with the possibility that two transac%ons, which are valid in and of
themselves, conﬂict with each other? In the simplest example, imagine that Alice has
€10 in a ﬁnancial ledger and broadcasts two transac%ons – one sending €8 to Bob, and
the other sending €7 to Charlie. Clearly, only one of these transac%ons can be allowed
to succeed.
Two models
We can begin by grouping Mul%Chain’s and Corda’s approach to this problem together.
As described earlier, both of these use an input–output model for represen%ng
transac%ons and their rules, in which each transac%on input spends a previous
transac%on output. This leads to a simple principle for preven%ng conﬂicts: Every
output can only be spent once. Mul%Chain ﬁlters and Corda contracts can rely on their
respec%ve pla]orms to enforce this restric%on absolutely. Since Alice’s €10 is
represented by a previous transac%on output, this single-spend rule automa%cally
stops her sending it to both Bob and Charlie.
Despite this similarity, it is important to point out a key diﬀerence in how Mul%Chain
and Corda prevent conﬂicts. In Mul%Chain, every node sees every transac%on and so
can independently verify that each output is only spent once. Any transac%on which

performs a double spend against a previously conﬁrmed transac%on will be instantly
and automa%cally rejected. By contrast, in Corda there is no global blockchain, so
“notaries” are required to prevent these doubles spends. Every Corda output state is
assigned to a notary, who has to sign any transac%on spending that output, conﬁrming
it has not been spent before. A blockchain’s par%cipants must trust notaries to follow
this rule honestly, and malicious notaries can cause havoc at will. As with
endorsements in Fabric, this “single-spend as a service” design has advantages in terms
of conﬁden%ality but reintroduces intermediaries, going against the blockchain grain.
(It’s important to clarify that Corda notaries can be run by groups of par%cipants using
a consensus algorithm, so the integrity of the ledger can s%ll be protected against
individual bad actors).
Let’s move on to Ethereum. To recall, Ethereum uses contracts and messages rather
than inputs and outputs. As a result, transac%on conﬂicts such as Alice’s two payments
are not immediately visible to the blockchain engine. Instead, they are detected and
blocked by the contract which processes the transac%ons, aher their order is conﬁrmed
on the chain. When processing each of Alice’s payments, the contract veriﬁes whether
her balance is suﬃcient. If the transac%on paying €8 to Bob comes ﬁrst, it will be
processed as usual, leaving Alice with €2 in her account. As a result, when the contract
processes the second transac%on paying €7 to Charlie, it sees that Alice lacks the
necessary funds and the transac%on aborts.
Outputs vs contracts
So far, we’ve seen two diﬀerent techniques for preven%ng conﬂic%ng transac%ons –
single-spend outputs in Mul%Chain and Corda, and contract-based veriﬁca%on in
Ethereum. So, which is be\er?
In order to help answer this ques%on, let’s consider an example “1-of-2 mul%signature” account which holds €100 on behalf of Gavin and Helen, and allows either
of them to spend that money independently. Gavin instructs his applica%on to pay €80
to Donna, and a few seconds later, Helen wants to send €40 to Edward. Since there are
insuﬃcient funds for both payments, these transac%ons would inevitably conﬂict. In
the event that both transac%ons are broadcast, the outcome will be determined by
whichever makes it ﬁrst into the chain. Note that unlike Alice’s example, this conﬂict is
accidental, since no one is trying to break the applica%on’s rules – they simply had
unlucky %ming.
In considering the likelihood of this conﬂict occurring, the key ques%on is this: aher
Gavin sends his transac%on, how long will it take Helen’s node to know that her
payment might fail? The shorter this period is, the more likely Helen is to be stopped
from a\emp%ng that payment, saving her and her applica%on from a subsequent
surprise.
With the input–output model, any conﬂict between transac%ons is directly visible to
the blockchain pla]orm, since the two transac%ons will be explicitly a\emp%ng to
spend the same previous output. In Mul%Chain, this happens as soon as Gavin’s
transac%on has propagated to Helen’s node, usually in a second or less. In Corda, the
output’s notary will refuse the request to sign Helen’s transac%on, since it has already
signed Gavin’s, so Helen will instantly know that her payment will fail. (Although if the

Corda notary is itself distributed, she may have to wait a few seconds for a reply.)
Either way, there is no need to wait for a transac%on to be conﬁrmed and ordered in
the blockchain.
What about the Ethereum’s model? In this case, there is no immediate way for the
blockchain pla]orm to know that a conﬂict will occur. While Helen’s node may see
Gavin’s transac%on on the network, it cannot know how this will aﬀect Helen’s own
transac%on, since from its perspec%ve these are simply two messages being sent to the
same contract. Perhaps ten seconds later, once the ﬁnal ordering of the conﬂic%ng
transac%ons is conﬁrmed on the blockchain, Helen’s node will recalculate the actual
instead of the expected outcome, and her applica%on will update its display
accordingly. In the mean%me, both Gavin and Helen will be leh in the dark.
But we shouldn’t conclude from this that the input–output model always works best.
Consider a varia%on on our example scenario, where both Gavin and Helen request
smaller €40 payments from the original balance of €100, at exactly the same %me. In
the input–output model these transac%ons would conﬂict, since they are both
spending the same database row containing that €100, and only one of the payments
would succeed. But in Ethereum, both transac%ons would be successfully processed,
irrespec%ve of their ﬁnal order, since the account contains suﬃcient funds for both. In
this case, Ethereum more faithfully fulﬁls Gavin’s and Helen’s inten%ons.
Read-write sets
Finally, Fabric… Fabric’s endorsement-based approach is a hybrid of these two above
men%oned techniques. As explained earlier, when a Fabric “client” node wants to send
a message to a contract, it ﬁrst asks some endorsing nodes to execute that message on
its behalf. The endorsing nodes do so in a similar way to Ethereum – running the
contract against their local database – but this process is observed rather than
immediately applied. Each endorser records the set of rows that would be read and
wri\en, no%ng also the exact version of those rows at that point in %me. This “readwrite set” of versioned rows is explicitly referenced in the endorsement and included in
the transac%on which the client broadcasts.
Conﬂicts between Fabric transac%ons are resolved once their order is ﬁnalized in the
chain. Every node processes each transac%on independently, checking endorsement
policies and applying the database changes speciﬁed. However, if a transac%on reads
or writes a database row version that has already been modiﬁed by a previous
transac%on, then that second transac%on is ignored. To go back to Alice’s conﬂic%ng
payments to Bob and Charlie, both of these transac%ons will read and modify the same
row version, containing the €10 with which Alice started. So, the second transac%on
will be safely and automa%cally voided.
Fabric’s approach to conﬂict resolu%on works, but in terms of performance and
ﬂexibility it combines the worst of the previous two models. Because endorsements
convert transac%ons into speciﬁc read-write sets, Gavin and Helen’s simultaneous but
compa%ble €40 payments would lead to a conﬂict that Ethereum avoids. However,
Fabric does not gain the speed advantage of the input–output model, since endorsers
execute contracts against the most recent version of the database conﬁrmed by the
blockchain, ignoring unconﬁrmed transac%ons. So, if Helen ini%ates her payment a few

seconds aher Gavin, but before Gavin’s has been conﬁrmed on the blockchain, Fabric
will create conﬂic%ng transac%ons that a pure input–output model avoids.
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Legal Considera$ons and Risks
Market vola%lity risk – cryptocurrency markets, since their appearance, have been
characterized by high degree of uncertainty and vola%lity. In addi%on, having in mind
the rela%vely recent rise of this market, the unpredictability of the future economic
condi%ons may have signiﬁcant impact on the success of any such oﬀerings in general;
Cyber security risk – the company may be a target of malicious a\acks aimed to ﬁnd
and exploit weaknesses in the sohware, which may poten%ally result in loss and/or
theh of tokens. In addi%on, there is an ongoing risk of system failures, that may result
is service interrup%ons and/or other nega%ve consequences;
Industry/compe%%on risk – companies engaged in the high- technology business
sphere face signiﬁcant compe%%on, due to the high-speed development of the
technologies and amor%za%on of the currently exploited systems, sohware etc.; Risks
can be related to larger client base, name recogni%on, bad commercial prac%ces and
implementa%on of prac%ces in viola%on of the common compe%%on rules;
Media risk – as usual, development of technologies is related to increasing media
interest, where the sector is %de by high level of conﬁden%ality, commercial and trade
secrets. In this case excessive media interest may seriously harm the business, as for
example ac%va%ng other risks as the above described “compe%%on risk” or via nega%ve
publica%ons to aﬀect client base etc.;
Regulatory & compliance risk – because of the “cu{ng edge” status of the sector,
regula%ons are following the prac%cal implementa%on of cryptocurrency and
blockchain technologies. The rapidly developing sector may suddenly become a subject
to statutory and regulatory requirements, which may poten%ally alter the business;
Summary
As you have read each pla]orm represents a complex mul%-way trade-oﬀ between
ﬂexibility, simplicity, performance, disintermedia%on, safety and conﬁden%ality.

BCB Coinstrike Limited chose to build our technology and all future applica%ons based
on Open Source block chain from Mul%Chain due to its ﬂexibility, security, enhanced
smart ﬁler system and the ease to build applica%ons based on the technology including
all new planned releases and upgrades as presented here. Mul%Chain has been in
development since the end of 2014, so almost 5 years. The ﬁrst alpha release of
Mul%Chain 1.0 was in June 2015, the second version 2.0 was released in March 2019.
Bycoi launched its Mul%Chain Blockchain in April 2019. Full open source code on
GitHub you can ﬁnd here.
Welcome to the world of Bycoi.
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BCB Coinstrike Limited
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